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Story:
•Ecological data is widely organized and documented 
in Ecological Markup Language – EML format. 
Efficient dataset retrieval system needs to 
understand the important keywords and relations 
among them. A large collection of terms from Long 
Term Ecological Research (LTER) is collected

•Some times a user’s search query may be an 
imperfect description of their information need. Even 
when the information need is well described, a 
search engine or information retrieval system may 
not be able to retrieve documents matching the 
query as stated. In this project, we develop a search 
engine empowered with text mining techniques for 
ecological datasets to bridge this gap 

Technique:
• Data extraction: Extract informative keywords from 
important parts of a dataset, namely, abstract, 
keyword list, title.
Stop words 
(e.g. and, or, the, an, etc) 
are pruned

•Text Mining: Study the statistics of terms correlation 
will help to achieve:

• Higher accuracy in suggesting related terms for 
users

• Higher accuracy in relevance of retrieved 
datasets 

Overview Screenshot Examples:
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72.2% of all keywords are 
used at only a single LTER site

90% of all keywords are used 
at 4 or fewer LTER sites
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“water”

“water AND maricopa”

“(water AND maricopa) OR
ecosystem”

Our system offers a 
flexibility for users to either 
narrow down or expand the 
search for relevant datasets 
by building boolean search 

based on “contextual-aware”
related terms of current 

query term(s).
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The human evaluation shows that 
our approach yields high accuracy 

of relevance in terms of both 
related keywords and datasets.
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Our system also offers a set 
of Web-Based applications 

that let the users update new 
data from EML Exist 

database, prune irrelevant 
keywords and re-index 
filtered keyword set for 

search engine
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Construct Term-Document (term-doc) matrix M:
Mi,j = frequency of term i in document j

Compute the term correlation matrix S
S= M * MT

Normalize S to obtain C

Indexing Engine

Data Loading Engine
Setup connection to Exist Database

Update the searching repository with new datasets

Extract important keywords from new datasets

Filtering Tool

Search Engine
Process the user’s queries

Return the relevant datasets

Return the related keyword list to each query term 
(using indexing engine)

Allow users to prune irrelevant or meaningless
keywords

Update the searching repository with updated 
keyword lists


